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 INTRODUCTION
As the term “Specific Relief” is understood as providing relief of a specific kind rather than the general

relief of damages or compensation. The act was enacted on 13th December 1963 and enforced on 3rd January

1964. This act comes under the Ministry of Law & Justice which comes under the Department of Legislative

Department. Act of 1963 has defined and amended the previous laws related to specific relief.

Further the act is classified as under:-

THE SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT 1963
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 OBJECTIVE:-
As the main objectives of the Act have been defined in the very title of this statute i.e. Specific Relief,

which makes it very easy to understand that the Specific Relief Act is a legal statute which deals with

reliefs or recovery of the damages of the injured person. This Act follows the approach that when a

person has withdrawn himself from the performance of a particular promise or a contract with respect to

another person, the other person so aggrieved is entitled to a relief under Specific Relief Act, 1963. This

Act is considered to be in one of the branches of the Indian Contracts Act, 1872.

 Definitions1:-
Section 2 of SRA,1963 states about the definitions which are used under this act & are compulsory to

understand the act & are mentioned from Section 2a to Section 2d. Definitions are as follows:-

1. Section 2(a) deals with obligations which are duties imposed on a person by the law or the legal body.

2. Section 2(b) deals with the settlement that means delivery of both the movable or immovable property to

their successive interests when it is agreed to be disposed of.

3. Section 2(c) deals with the word “trust” which has the same meaning as defined in section 3 of the

Indian Trusts Act, 1882.2

4. Section 2(d) deals with the word “trustee” which means the person holding trust in the property.

 Important Sections & Provisions of SRA,1963:-

I. Section 4:- talks about the nature of SRA which makes clear that this act grants relief to the individuals

civil rights rather not imposing on penal laws. In a simple language we can say that SRA helps in

providing remedy when there is infringement of one’s civil right.

II. Section 6:- explains that if a person has dispossessed of from his property against his/ her will than in

that case person can file a suit, claiming for the recovery of possession on that property.This section has

certain limitations with regards to decree and order passed by the court within Section 6 of this act than

that order or decree will open only for revision, which means no appeal or review can be filled

against that order or decree. Following essentials have to be followed for the fulfillment of this section:-

i. The person filing the suit for dispossession must be in possession of that property,

ii. The person must be dispossessed from his property and such should be done against his will and should

be illegal,

iii. The person must file the suit within 6 months of dispossession from his property,

iv. Person cannot file a suit against the government.

1 The Specific Relief Act 1963.
2 Section 3 of Indian Trust Act 1882 states that “trust is an obligation annexed to the ownership of property,& arising out of a
confidence reposed in & accepted by him, for the benefit of another, or of another & the owner.

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/171398/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1839587/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1839587/
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III. Section 7:- explicates that when a person wants to recover the possession of the movable property they

can follow the procedure mentioned under CPC,1908. Yonder section 7 explains two clauses, first one

explains about the filing of the suit by the trustee against the benifitial interest which he was entitled for

& second one explains that the ownership of the property can also be expressed with the presence of a

special right given to the person suing; which would be enough as an essential to file a suit. Following

three conditions must be fulfilled for getting the benefit of section 7:-

A. Presence of movable property and that property must be capable of being delivered or disposed of,

B. Person filing the suit must have the possession of that property which is in question,

C. Existence of special or temporary right on property.

IV. Section 10:- specifies the conditions for enforcing the specific performance to be performed usually

which depends upon the discretion of the court but there are certain conditions that need to be fulfilled:-

1) When the damages or loss occurred due to the non performance of contract cannot be ascertained.

2) When money as compensation is not adequate relief due to the non performance of the contract.

V. Section 14:- it elucidates about the contracts which cannot be specifically enforced:-

i. Money as compensation is adequate for the non-performance of the contract.

ii. When the contract is personal in nature for the parties and is described in details than that cannot be

enforced specifically.

iii. The contract requires continuous work,for which the court cannot supervise.

iv. The court whose nature is determinable.

VI. Section 21:- explains about the power to award compensation in different cases. Aggrieved party can

go to the court for compensation. Following are the certain cases which are as follows:-

a. Aggrieved party may demand for compensation in addition with the same suit going on for the specific

performance of contract.

b. When specific performance may not be granted but there is breach of contract then court may grant

compensation to the aggrieved part accordingly.

c. If court finds that the specific performance will not be an adequate relief than it may order for money as

compensation also.

d. If in the plaint no money is demanded, than no compensation shall be awarded.

VII. Section 26:- explains about the ways in which instruments can be rectified,through the mutual

mistakes of the parties or fraud or do not express their real intentions then :-
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i. Suit for rectification may be filed by either of the parties or representative in interest

ii. In plaint the plaintiff may plead for rectification of instrument.

iii. Even defendant may claim for rectification of instrument while defending.

The only and the foremost condition for rectification is that party should mention that in their pleadings or

should give them in writing for the same.

VIII. Cancellation of Contracts:- Section 31-33 of SRA explains about the remedy called cancellation

which is available to the parties injured of contract. Here under separate sections are explained:-

1. Section 31:-it explains that when an instrument is void or voidable against a person then he can get that

instrument canceled if it may cause damage to it.

2. Section 32:-it talks about the situation when the contract can get partially cancelled.

3. Section 33:- explains two different heads firstly the restoration of benefit & compensation to ensure

justice to the aggrieved party, when the contract had been successfully cancelled & secondly it talks about

the restoration of all damages to the plaintiff,which the defendant had received during the course of contract.

IX. Declaratory Decrees:- Section 34-35 explains about the concept of declaratory decree which are

declared by the courts for the parties to the suit or in contract

1. Section 34:- elucidates that when a person is denied of certain rights over the property by any party, then

that aggrieved party me file a suit in the court for the same. After looking in the case the court will give

declaration over the title of such property & so declaratory decree will be passed. If the plaintiff demands

more than a title over property than in that case no declaratory decree will be passed by the court.

2. Section 35:-states about the effect of declaration, which explains that this decree will be binding upon the

parties to the suit & the trustees at the time of the suit.

X. Injunctions & Perpetual Injunctions:- Injunctions are the specific orders given by the court to the

parties for doing or abstain from doing some act. Under SRA injunctions are classified as:

perpetual,mandatory& temporary injunctions. Under SRA injunctions are mentioned from Sections

36-44. Perpetual Injunctions are the permanent injunctions. These injunctions can only be imposed after

hearing the parties on the merits of the case, in which the defendant has enjoyed an assertion of the right

affected of the plaintiff. When the defendant invades plaintiff’s right to enjoyment, a perpetual

injunction may be applied.
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 LANDMARK JUDGMENTS:-

1. Geeta Rani Paul v. Dibyendu Kundu3

In the case of Geeta Rani Paul v. Dibyendu Kundu it was held by the honourable supreme court that when

the suit is filled by the plaintiff regarding the dispossession of property,its enough if he only proves

entitlement over the property. If the title is proved over the property than other details or things are not

required to be proved.

2. N.P. Thirugnanam v.Dr. R.J. Mohan Rao4

In this case court held that Specific Performance will be granted if the plaintiff does not perform his part in

the contract and even do not have any intention for the same,than the decision regarding specific

performance will be issued.

3. Sukhjeet Singh v. Sirajunnisa5

In this case the tenant handed over possession of premises to the landlord for marriage of former’s son. The

landlord failed to hand over the possession again to the tenant after his son’s marriage. Court held that even

though the tenant may have been deceived later on, but since he handed over the possession of his total

violation, he could not claim the possession again under Section6 of SRA as the section was not attracted to

this section.

4. Ravi Singhal v. Monali Singhal6

In this case there was a family settlement between estranged spouses.under the settlement the husband was

supposed to provide to the wife residential house,monthly maintenance allowances & the daughter’s school

fees. The husband challenged the agreement, when the wife filed a suit to enforce the same. It was held that

pending the decision on the validity of the agreement by the trial court the interim order was passed

requiring the husband to pay interim maintenance arrears & maintenance allowance & daughter’s school fee

to the wife. The trial court was also directed to dispose of the suit expeditiously.

5. Ratan Pal Singh v. Kunwar Pal Singh7

It was held that in an agreement for sale of land the seller cannot refuse specific performance unless

circumstances for refusal of the same are proved. Merely because the purchaser requests for refund of

earnest money as an alternative relief to that of specific performance, relief of specific performance cannot

be refused.

3 Geeta Rani Paul v. Dibyendu Kundu 1991 AIR 395, 1990 SCR Supl. (3) 464

4 N.P. Thirugnanam v.Dr. R.J. Mohan Rao 1995 SCC (5) 115

5 Sukhjeet Singh v. Sirajunnisa AIR 2001 MP 59

6 Ravi Singhal v. Monali Singhal AIR 2001 SC 3952

7 Ratan Pal Singh v. Kunwar Pal Singh AIR 2001 All 224

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/323697/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/169428/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/323697/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/169428/
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 CONCLUSION

Under Specific Relief Act 1963 there are various set of reliefs provided to the parties of the suit. These relief

enforces the rules which helps the parties to get enough compensation. This statues aim is that no person

shall live with the damages or suffer loss, and those who have caused this must be in a position to restore all

unlawful benefits received by him.

Specific Relief Act focuses on providing justice to all and not inequitable favouring any single party.

 PICTORIAL SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT 1963:-8

8https://www.google.com/search?q=genesis+of+specific+relief+act&sxsrf=ALeKk01h3CmpEacbip_H5vPwcbX3xpmbCA:15933
70336153&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie5YaHl6XqAhV_4XMBHVDGCWsQ_AUoA3oECA8QBQ&biw=
1366&bih=625#imgrc=RW6dCOYdUF9vJM

https://www.google.com/search?q=genesis+of+specific+relief+act&sxsrf=ALeKk01h3CmpEacbip_H5vPwcbX3xpmbCA:1593370336153&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie5YaHl6XqAhV_4XMBHVDGCWsQ_AUoA3oECA8QBQ&biw=1366&bih=625
https://www.google.com/search?q=genesis+of+specific+relief+act&sxsrf=ALeKk01h3CmpEacbip_H5vPwcbX3xpmbCA:1593370336153&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie5YaHl6XqAhV_4XMBHVDGCWsQ_AUoA3oECA8QBQ&biw=1366&bih=625
https://www.google.com/search?q=genesis+of+specific+relief+act&sxsrf=ALeKk01h3CmpEacbip_H5vPwcbX3xpmbCA:1593370336153&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie5YaHl6XqAhV_4XMBHVDGCWsQ_AUoA3oECA8QBQ&biw=1366&bih=625

